Community Banks TRUST
Network Innovations
“The Network
Innovations
team assisted
us with a couple of large
projects
over
the course of
last year and I
was
very
pleased
with
the result. They
were there to help us from the design stage
through the implementation and were always
very receptive and professional. The one thing
that really sticks out in my mind that separated
my experience with Network Innovations from
other companies that I have dealt with was their
customer service. They were always very friendly
and always willing to help us out with any question or concern we had. I was also very pleased
with their approach that the project did not end
at the time of implementation.
They have
helped us with training and ongoing support
even after the final piece was installed and bill
was paid. I would not hesitate to make them my
number one choice for any future projects that
occur.”

"We are experiencing a night and day improvement from the struggles we had with our old system. We couldn’t be happier with the choice to
go with Network Innovations. They have provided excellent service supporting us in every
possible way, including training, and even provided email and phone support 24 by 7 at no
charge.”

Paul Newman,
Citizens Bank, N.A.

Todd Coates,
First Option Bank
"We were growing and wanted
all our locations to be able to
dial any extensions in any
branch, avoid long distance
and to do all that using our current network. Our dependence
on outside vendors, and the associated costs, has been reduced by over 80% since we
implemented AltiGen”

“Implementing the AltiGen VoIP phone system
was one of the best technology investments we
have made. Not only did it improve the communication we had with our customers but also
within the company, at our three locations. Network Innovations assisted in the install and has
been a great resource to go to for questions and
configuration abilities. Since our original purchase
in 2005, we have purchased an additional AltiGen system for a new branch in Las Vegas, and
plan on getting another down the road to bring
in other remote branches; from Network Innovations.”

Derek Randecker,

Billie Daugherty,

First State Bank
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